
Test Corrections for 3rd, 4th and 5th Grade - ELA - Lyons 

 

 Corrections are only allowed on Friday ELA tests. Daily assignments are not 
included.  
 

 Corrections are only allowed on tests that are scored BELOW 70%.  
 

 Corrected tests will become an average of the 1st score and the 
corrected score. Ex: If 1st test scores 50% and 2nd test scores 90%, the 
recorded grade will be 70% in the gradebook. 
 

 Corrected tests are ONLY accepted if there is a parent signature on the 1st 
test. 
 

 Corrected tests MUST be returned to school the school day FOLLOWING 
the day the test is given to the student.  
 

 If test is returned with corrections, but there is no parent signature, test will 
NOT be re-graded. Parent signature is still required, but corrections are 
only accepted the day after the test is given to the student with parent 
signature. 
 

 If test is not returned the following school day, test will NOT be re-graded. 
Test will still require parent signature and need to be turned in. 
 

 Spelling Tests will not have corrections, but will require a parent signature if 
score is below 70%. *If a student continually struggles with Spelling, we will 
conference to accommodate the student with a shorter list of words, etc. 
 

***Note: Students are allowed to use their textbooks, workbooks, notes and 
dictionaries to assist them in taking these tests (not spelling). They are reminded 
of this each week when we have a test. Students also have as much time as 
they need to complete the tests. I encourage them to take as much time as 
they need. 

Lastly – I do require that page numbers are written next to comprehension 
questions to prove where they find their answers. Not all questions have a page 
#, but the majority do and we expect the students to follow this direction as well.  

 


